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(54) INFORMATION PROVIDING AND DISPLAYING SYSTEM

(57) A system by which information on sites existing

in the Internet is used safely with an easy operation. The
system includes a browser to display a homepage of a

site on the Internet, a button to obtain information pasted

on the homepage, a portable browser terminal, a per-

sonal database in which obtained information and per-

sonal information are stored, a telephone company
server, and a system operating server, allowing the user

to obtain information according to the user's action on

the button and use the information.
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Description

Technical Field

[QG01] The present invention relates to a system for

acquiring information using a browser terminal which is

connectable to the Internet and providing the acquired

information. The present invention also relates to a

method for using personal information database storing

information which has been acquired through the Inter-

net.

Background Art

[0002] As a conventional technique, there is a tele-

phone directory which can be realized using the Inter-

net. For example, in an EZWeb service provided by IDO
and DDI, users can manage his/her own telephone list,

in a Web site, which can be accessed through CD-
MA-One. In the service, the telephone list can be

viewed, updated and registered from a computer con-

nected to the Internet or from a cellular phone, etc. This

service is prepared for accessing a particular Web site

and editing the telephone list of the user by him/herself,

in accordance with a CGI program. However, there is

no technique for directly registering information, such as

phone numbers shown in Web sites of various corpora-

tions, restaurants, etc.

[0003] Since only data in a particular Web site needs

to be edited, there is no technique for retrieving various

data of any other general Web sites into the user's da-

tabase with an easy operation. In the case where such

information of the general Web sites are required, some
troublesome operations must be performed by the user.

The user selects a desired portion of data, copies the

selected portion, opens a program which can read the

copied information, and reads the information. Further,

the user updates the read information, and stores the

updated information in the database of his/her own per-

sonal Web site.

[0004] It is demanded that the personal database is

used, not only for simply registering information for com-

municating with others using the telephone list, etc. , but

also presetting recording of a desired TV program, mak-

ing a reservation of events, purchasing products or pay-

ing for services based on catalogue information, and

sending requests for savings, in accordance with ease

operations. However, there is no system which meets

the above demand, by simple processes.

[0005] Such personal information may possibly be

leaked out Hence, problems when acquiring informa-

tion through a general Web site may occur. There is no

such a technique for managing the above-described in-

formation safely in a personal database, in accordance

with easy operations.

[0006] As described above, such a system is highly

demanded that can store, in persona! databases in ac-

cordance with easy operations; not only the information

necessary for communicating with others, such as the

telephone list, etc.; but also any other various informa-

tion, which include schedule information including

events and TV programs, catalogue information for

5 products or services, financial information regarding the

balance of users savings. Further, a system with reliable

security and which provides information that both users

and Web site managers can trust is demanded.

[0007] It is accordingly an object of the present inven-

10 tion to provided a system which can realize a process

for acquiring Web site information which exists on the

Internet and displaying the acquired information using

the terminal machine of the user's, through reliable and

easy operations.

15

Disclosure of Invention

[0008] To fulfill the aforementioned aim of providing a

reliable and comfortable operation, the present inven-
20 tors took the following measures as the results of devot-

ed studies.

[0009] A system which allows a user to acquire infor-

mation provided by an information providing site present

on a network by a user terminal employs an information

25 providing and displaying system characterized by in-

cluding, as structural elements, 1) a personal database

which stores personal information prepared user by us-

er, 2) an information acquisition button which is simul-

taneously displayed on a screen of the user terminal

30 showing contents of the information providing site,

stores the provided information in the button itself and

transfers the provided information that has been
matched with a data definition of the personal database

in advance to the personal database when the user adds
35 an action, and 3) display means that provides and dis-

plays a view screen in which information stored in the

personal database is inserted to and on the user termi-

nal, in response to a call from the user.

[0010] !t is preferable that the provided information

40 should include at least one contact information selected

from a name, a company name, a shop name, an ad-

dress, a telephone number, a pager number, a mail ad-

dress, a mail address and the URL of the information

providing site. Further, it becomes a very useful tool if

45 an action is added to the contact information displayed

on the user terminal to be thereby linked with at least

one contact operation selected from the activation of e-

mail software, telephone calling and the activation of a

browser.

50 [001 1] The provided information may include at least

one catalog information selected from a size, specifica-

tions, a price, the date of delivery, cooking recipe, a list

of ingredients, rental/sales immovables data, a valid pe-

riod and the date of sale. In this case, on-line shopping

55 becomes very easy to do if an action is added to the

catalog information displayed on the user terminal to be

thereby linked with at least one purchase operation se-

lected from the activation of electronic commerce soft-

2
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ware and the activation of order generating software.

[0012] The provided information may include at least

one schedule information selected from a schedule of

sports games, a schedule of TV programs, a concert

schedule, a restaurant reservation status, a transporta-

tion-facilities reservation status and booking information

on accommodations. In this case, it is possible to pro-

vide a user with a useful reservation system if the sched-

ule information is linked with the reservation system of

the information providing site and reservation data on a

reservation that has been verified is registered in a pre-

determined portion in the personal database.

[0013] The provided information may include at least

one traffic information selected from traffic route infor-

mation, a transfer guide, fare information on transporta-

tion facilities and time information on transportation fa-

cilities, in this case, a user can be saved of a trouble of

entering his own schedule if the traffic information is

linked with the reservation system of the information

providing site and reservation data on a reservation that

has been verified is registered in a predetermined por-

tion in the personal database.

[0014] The provided information may include at least

one financial information selected from a saving and de-

posit balance, an investment balance, a closing date,

company information and company stock information.

In this case, it is more preferable that the financial infor-

mation should be linked with a mobile financial system
associated with the information providing site.

[0015] It is desirable that the data definition of the per-

sonal database should be a database definition of at

least one format selected from an address book format,

a telephone book format and a schedule book format in

accordance with the user's usage.

[0016] if the provided information includes an identi-

fier associated with time, it is possible to build the per-

sonal database in a format of a time-based arrangement
using the time-associated identifier. In this case, it is

preferable that the view screen should be a screen of a
schedule book format provided by separating the view

screen according to time zones and the time-associated

identifier should be identified so that the provided infor-

mation is inserted in the proper time zone in the sched-

ule.

[0017] If the provided information includes an identi-

fier associated with a person, it is possible to build the

personal database in a format of a person-based ar-

rangement using the person-associated identifier. In this

case, it is more preferable that the view screen should

be a screen separated person by person and the per-

son-associated identifier should be identified so that the

provided information is inserted at the proper position

on the view screen.

[0018] If the provided information includes an identi-

fier associated with a place, it is possible to build the

personal database in a format of an area-based ar-

rangement using the place-associated identifier. It is de-

sirable that the place-associated identifier should be at

least one selected from an address, a telephone

number, a FAX number, a zip code, a latitude and lon-

gitude and a URL, and it is more preferable that the view

screen should be at least one screen selected from
5 screens separated area by area and the place-associ-

ated identifier should be identified so that the provided

information is inserted at the proper position on the view

screen.

[0019] It is desirable that the button should be de-
10 scribed in a markup language and issue means for is-

suing the button to the information providing site should

be included in the system of the invention. Alternatively,

issue means for issuing a button generating program to

the information providing site may be included.

15 [0020] it is desirable that the button generating pro-

gram should include embedding means which gener-

ates provided information matched with the data defini-

tion of the personal database upon reception of infor-

mation to be provided to a user by the information pro-

20 viding site and embeds the provided information in the

button.

[0021] It is desirable to provide an authentication site

which authenticates a button, issue an information-pro-

viding-site identifier which identifies the information pro-

25 viding site or a button identifier which identifies the but-

ton itself and embed the identifier in the button. The
identifier is more secure if it is encrypted. Further, it is

effective to encrypt provided information in order to pre-

vent falsification of provided information. It is more pref-

30 erable that the encryption should be at least one select-

ed from a public key system and a private key system.

Further, it is possible to acquire effective marketing in-

formation if the state of the usage of the button is count-

ed.

35 [0022] It is preferable that edition means which exe-

cutes at least one selected from preparation of personal

information to be stored in the personal database by a
user himself and processing the provided information

should be included as a structural element. It is more
40 preferable that when provided information is acquired

newly, a formatted mail should automatically be sent to

an address associated with the schedule.

[0023] It is desirable that the user terminal should be
a portable browser terminal. In transferring provided in-

45 formation to a personal database, the user should be
specified through individual authentication performed
based on the specific ID or cookie of the user terminal,

or both and the transfer to the personal database of the

user should be performed. It may be a personal compu-
50 ter. In this case, the user is specified through individual

authentication performed based on the specific ID or

cookie of the user's personal computer, or both and the

transfer to the personal database of the user is per-

formed.

55 [0024] The network on which an information site is

present should be at least one network selected from
the Internet, an intranet and an extra-net, and connec-
tion to the network should be made by using at least one

3
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communication network selected from a public circuit, a

portable circuit, an intraoffice circuit and an ISDN circuit.

[0025] The operation is easy if an action to the button

is at least one selected from a click operation, a speech,

the manipulation of a jog dial and a keyboard operation.

[0026] A system which allows a user to acquire infor-

mation present on a network by a user terminal may em-

ploy an information providing and displaying system

characterized by including, as structural elements, 1) a

personal database which stores personal information of

users, 2) retrieval and display means which appends an

acquisition button to information retrieved using a re-

trieval condition previously set by a user as a key and

displays the acquisition button on the user terminal, 3)

information acquisition means which transfers the infor-

mation appended with the button to the personal data-

base when an action is added the acquisition button,

and 4) viewing means which generates a view screen

and displays acquired information stored in the personal

database on the user terminal, in response with a call

from the user.

[0027] In displaying retrieved information or in the

view screen of acquired information transferred to the

personal database, it is efficient to arrange and display

information based on at least one selected from the

time, place and person.

[0028] In this case too, it is desirable that the button

should be described in a markup language and issue

means for issuing the button to the information providing

site should be included in the system of the invention.

Alternatively, issue means for issuing a button generat-

ing program to the information providing site may be in-

cluded. It is desirable that the button generating pro-

gram should include embedding means which gener-

ates provided information matched with the data defini-

tion of the persona! database upon reception of infor-

mation to be provided to a user by the information pro-

viding site and embeds the provided information in the

button.

[0029] It is desirable to provide an authentication site

which authenticates a button, issue an information-pro-

viding-site identifier which identifies the information pro-

viding site or a button identifier which identifies the but-

ton itself and embed the identifier in the button. The
identifier is more secure if it is encrypted. Further, it is

effective to encrypt provided information in order to pre-

vent falsification of provided information. It is more pref-

erable that the encryption should be at least one select-

ed from a public key system and a private key system.

Further, it is possible to acquire effective marketing in-

formation if the state of the usage of the button is count-

ed.

[0030] It is preferable that edition means which exe-

cutes at least one selected from preparation of personal

information to be stored in the personal database by a

user himself and processing the provided information

should be included as a structural element. It is desira-

ble that the user terminal should be a portable informa-

tion terminal. In the aforementioned retrieval of informa-

tion, it is efficient if information retrieval is carried out

using the retrieval condition stored in the personal da-

tabase specified by performing individual authentication

5 based on the specific ID or cookie of the user terminal,

or both, because a trouble of making inputs can-be elim-

inated in the case of a retrieval which is a cooperative

work, in viewing information, it is preferable to perform

individual authentication using the specific ID of the user

10 terminal, specify the personal database of the user and

display information stored in the personal database of

the user.

[0031] The user terminal may be a personal compu-

ter. In this case, in the transfer of provided information

'5 to the personal database, the user is specified through

individual authentication performed based on the spe-

cific ID orcookie of the user's personal computer, or both

and the transfer to the personal database of the user is

performed.

20 [0032] The above-described system is also desirable

in which information present on the network is weather

information and accesses a geo-server, which manages
the information, to retrieve the information.

[0033] A system which allows a user to share person-

25 al information present in his own personal database with

another user may employ a system characterized by in-

cluding, as structural means, 1) a personal database

which stores personal information to be managed by a

system managing site, 2) issuing means which, when
30 an action is added by a request of the user, issues the

user with an information share button for setting a ter-

minal on which the action has occurred, as a share user

with respect to the personal database of the user, and

comprising a) a step of appending the information share

35 button to a mail and sending the mail to the user, b) a

step of displaying the mail and adding an action to the

appended button on the terminal of that another user, c)

a step of registering the terminal on which the action has

been added to the information share button as a share

40 user for the personal database, and d) a step of gener-

ating a view screen in real time in response to a call from

another user and displaying share information stored in

the personal database on the terminal of that another

user.

45 [0034] The system is so designed as to be able to

make setting of whether part or all of personal informa-

tion should be shared with another user on the user ter-

minal of the owner of the personal information. It is effi-

cient to embed a user identifier necessary for share set-

so ting in the button as that can eliminate a troublesome

work of inputting the identifier.

[0035] It is desirable from the viewpoint of guarantee-

ing the security that the share button should have a valid

period set so that the share setting capability is lost

55 when a predetermined time passes, or that the specific

ID of another user terminal is used as the identifier of

the share user. It is preferable that the another user ter-

minal should be a portable browser terminal.

4
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[0036] A system which allows a user to acquire at

least one geographic information selected from a map,
a route, a traffic guide and traffic jam information from a

site present on a network by a user terminal may employ

an information providing and displaying system charac-

terized by including, as structural elements, 1 ) a person-

al database which stores personal information prepared

user by user, 2) an information acquisition button which

is displayed on a screen of the user terminal, transfers

identification information about at least one location se-

lected from an address, a telephone number, a zip code,

latitude and longitude data and a land mark name, as-

sociated with contents of an information providing site

that is viewed by the user, when the user adds an action,

and stores the identification information in the button it-

self, and 3) display means which generates the geo-

graphic information using the location-associated iden-

tification information and provides and displays it to and
on the user terminal in response to a call from the user

At this time, it is desirable that the button should be de-

scribed in a markup language.

[0037] It is efficient if the user terminal has position

detecting means and the position of the user terminal

when the action was taken is used in the generation of

the geographic information because that eliminates the

need for the user to enter his current location himself.

[0038] It is preferable that issue means for issuing the

button to the information providing site should be includ-

ed. Alternatively, issue means for issuing a button gen-

erating program to the information providing site may be

included. In this case, it is desirable that the button gen-

erating program should include embedding means
which generates provided information matched with the

data definition of the personal database upon reception

of information to be provided to the user by the informa-

tion providing site and embeds the provided information

in the button.

[0039] It is desirable to provide an authentication site

which authenticates a button, issue an identifier which

identifies the button itself or an information-providing-

site identifier which identifies the issuing site and embed
the identifier in the button. It is further desirable from the

viewpoint of security to encrypt the identifier. At this

time, it Is possible to provide effective marketing data if

the state of the usage of the button is counted.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0040] FIG. 1 is the entire image of a system of the

first embodiment. FIG. 2 shows a screen page displayed

when to be accessed address is registered. FIG. 3

shows a screen page displayed when contact informa-

tion is registered. FIG. 4 is a detailed diagram for ex-

plaining the flow of coolies while registering the contact

information.. FIG. 5 shows the flow, wherein contact in-

formation of a user is registered into a service provided,

using a cryptography technique. FIG. 6 is a detailed di-

agram for explaining the cryptography technique during

the flow of contact-information registration.

[0041] FIG. 7 is a display page for registering sched-

ule data, and shows a Web site showing event informa-

tion on a display section of a cellular phone.

5 [0042] To confirm registered data, schedule data of

personal information database is retrieved using a cel-

lular phone. FIG. 8 shows a view page displaying the

above schedule data on the cellular phone. FIG. 9

shows a screen page for registering schedule data.

10 [0043] FIG. 10 is a flowchart for explaining a process

for issuing a button. FIG. 11 shows an inputting page
during the process for issuing a button. FIG. 12 is a

screen page for information completion of creating a
button.

15 [0044] FIG. 13 is the entire image for a system of the

second embodiment. FIG. 14 shows a browser screen

page. FIG. 1 5 exemplifies a display page a display page
for displaying schedule on the cellular phone. FIG, 16

shows an editing screen page for editing schedule, FIG.
20 17 shows a calendar for selecting a weekfy schedule

page. FIG. 1 8 shows the flow for setting sharing data.

[0045] FIG. 19 shows the flow of the third embodi-
ment. FIG. 20 shows a display pagefor displaying a but-

ton "iPICK".

25 [0046] FIG. 21 shows a display page for displaying a

search result, in the form of a memo paper showing
search conditions to which text data are linked. FIG. 22
shows the detailed description of a selected train route.

[0047] FIG. 23 is a schematic structural diagram of an
30 line shopping system using an information providing/

display system of the present invention. FIG. 24 shows
a state wherein a button is issued. FIG. 25 shows a se-

ries of actions, wherein a user watching contents of a

shopping site through a browser clicks on a button and
35 orders some item.

[0048] FIG. 26 shows a car-related site page and an

ordering page. FIG. 27 shows a food site page and an
ordering page. FIG. 28 shows a series of actions for per-

forming a banking process.

40

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0049] A detailed explanation will be given below with

reference to the attached drawings. FIG. 1 shows an en-
45 tire image of the system according to a first preferred

embodiment, in FIG. 1 , a user of a browser connected
to the Internet is browsing a homepage 101 titled "Res-

taurant Gluttony" on his/her personal computer. If a

number registration button displayed on this homepage
50 is clicked, access place information set in the button is

registered to a server of an access place registration

service provider. The image numbered 102 shows the

access place information stored in the server. This but-

ton is a bannerset with access place information. When
55 the button is clicked, one of a CGI script, a JAVA pro-

gram and a JAVA script program is executed in the serv-

er. Data of the access place is passed to those programs
as an argument, and stored in a personal database 1 05

25

30

35

40

45

50
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prepared for each user. The stored access place infor-

mation (the name of the restaurant, its phone number)

can be browsed with using a cellular phonel 04 through

a cellular phone company's server 103 and a cellular

phone net.

[0050] In a case where a tag associated with a phone
number is described in the access place information as

the hyper text structure, a phone call can be made to

the phone number by distinguishing the tag associated

with the phone number in combination with a call making

software program. In this case, an extension tag for a

phone number is described as follows.

<TELNO>xx-xxx-xxxx</TELNO>

"xx-xxx-xxxx" represents a phone number to be called.

The service provider and the server of the cellular phone
company may communicate with each otherthrough the

Internet or directly through a private line.

[0051] In the above example, the access place infor-

mation includes the name of the restaurant and its

phone number. However, a person's name, a company's

name, an e-mail address, or a URL of a site may also

be included. Upon selecting an access place, not only

a phone call but an e-mail may be communicated to the

access place, and connection to the homepage of the

access place may be available.

[0052] FIG. 2 shows a screen displayed on the

homepage when registration of an access place is being

done. When a button 201 of a homepage is clicked, a

JAVA script is executed to display a new browser

screen. The server 202 of the access place registration

service provider requests an ID and a password of each

user's communication device. After certification of the

password is completed, the access place is registered

in each user's database. The image numbered 204
shows thus registered access place. If a user who has

been registered in the access place registration service

provider, and thus stores a certification key or an open
encode key as a cookie provided from the provider in

the browser computer, he/she can skip the step of en-

tering an ID and a password of the communication de-

vice.

[0053] How to use a cookie will now be de explained

in detail. FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a service

registration flow of a user's registering himself/herself to

the access place registration service provider. When a

user sends a registration request 301 from the browser,

certifying means 302 of the access place registration

service provider sends back a registration screen. Then,

a user enters the ID of the communication device, or fills

in an optional item such as "you wish an automatic reg-

istration?" in the registration screen (entering necessary

items 303). Thereafter, issuing means 304 executed by

a CGI program issues certification information of a us-

er's own. The certification information is stored as a

cookie in a user's browser computer (storing as a cookie

305). FIG. 4 shows aflow of registering an access place.

At the stage of requesting from the browser 401 , a user

acquires contents of a company's homepage (such as

"Restaurant Gluttony"), and the contents are displayed

5 on the browser. At the stage of click 403, a user clicks

a button displayed on the contents. By the clicking, ac-

cess place information as an argument, and maybe cer-

tification information stored as a cookie are passed to a

CGI program 406 of the access place registration serv-

10 ice provider. The provider compares the information and
the cookie with a same user's stored certification key. If

the certification 407 ended successfully, the provider

registers the access place information (registering ac-

cess place information 318). When the registration

'5 ends, or if the certification is unsuccessful, an ending

message is sent back to the browser. At this time, with

the use of a secret encode method, the communication

device's ID and the appended information may be en-

coded to the certification key. On the other hand, so as
20 to prevent a forgery of a button placed on the site of the

provider, a certification identifier of the button may be

embedded in the HTML which describes the button.

[0054] Next, the service registration using the encode
method will be explained. The service registration flow

25 of a user's registering himself/herself to the access

place registration service provider will be described with

reference to FIG. 5. When a user sends a registration

request 501 from the browser, certifying means 502 of

the provider sends back a registration screen. Then, a

30 user enters a communication device's ID, or fills in an

optional item such as "you wish an automatic registra-

tion?" in the registration screen. Afterwards, a user's

own encode key is issued from a CGI program of issuing

means 504. The encode key is stored as a cookie in a
35 user's browser computer (storing as a cookie 505). A

flow of registering an access place will be explained with

reference to FIG. 6. A user acquires contents of a com-
pany's homepage (such as "Restaurant Gluttony") from

a server of the homepage by sending a request 601 from
40 the browser, and the contents are displayed on the

browser. When a user clicks a button displayed on the

contents, access place information is transmitted to a

JAVA program, an Active X program or the like which

moves on a user's computer. Those programs encode
45 the access place information with using the encode key

stored as a cookie, and send the encoded access place

information to the provider. The provider decodes the

transmitted telegram by a same user's stored encode
key (decoding 607), and registers the access place (reg-

50 istering access place 608). This method is secure, be-

cause the certification key is not transmitted through a

network by this method. The aforementioned certifica-

tion identifier of the button may be described by the en-

code method and embedded in the HTML. In this case,

55 the button is certified in a separately set-up certification

site. As an appurtenant service of the certification site,

number of clicks to a button may be counted, and in-

formed to a company whose homepage the button is

6
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placed on. This service may be effective as a marketing

service.

[0055] How to register schedule information to a

schedule from a cellular phone terminal connectable to

the Internet will now be explained. The flow of register-

ing the schedule information is basically the same as

the flow of registering access place information. FIG. 7

shows information of an event sponsoring site displayed

on a display section of a cellular phone. The description

"1 04.com" at the bottom of the display is a banner but-

ton. When the button is clicked, necessary information

provided by the event sponsoring site is registered in a

schedule section of a personal database. This system

may be linked to a mailer. In this case, each user can

set names of persons concerned in each user's sched-

ule section, if schedule information is registered in the

schedule section of such a user, mails are automatically

sent to the persons concerned regularly.

[0056] In order to confirm registered data, each user

calls the personal information database by his/her cel-

lular phone. FIG. 8 shows a display section on which

schedule information is displayed. On the display sec-

tion, the screen is sectioned by date and time. "Compu-
ter Tokyo 2000" is a link text. If "Computer Tokyo 2000"

is clicked, detailed information shown in FIG. 9 is called

from the event sponsoring site and displayed on the dis-

play section.

[0057] If a concert or the like is held, an appointment

may be required. In such a case, if a site informing of

the concert or the like has a function for making an ap-

pointment, a user of a cellular phone sends a request of

appointment If the appointment is accepted, an identi-

fier confirming the acceptance is registered in a proper

section of the personal database.

[0058] If an appointment is made on the day of the

concert, the appointment may be certified by certifying

a transmission of an appointment acceptance identifier

from an infrared radiation port of a cellular phone.

[0059] How to issue a banner or a button as a link text

to an access place registration service provider or to an

event sponsoring site will now be explained. FIG. 10

shows a flow of issuing a button. At the stage of sending

a generation program 1001, a generation program is

sent to an access place registration service provider or

to an event sponsoring site as an information providing

site, by an e-mail or in a storage medium such as a

CD-ROM. At thestage of filling in necessary items 1 002,

a manager of an information providing site starts the

generation program to fiii information in the necessary

items on an entering screen shown in FIG. 11.

[0060] In FIG. 1 1 , the necessary items include a com-

pany's name, how to pronounce the company's name,

the phone number, the URL, the postal code number,

and the address. However, the present invention is not

limited to filling in the above items. In case of concert

ticket information, in addition to the name of the event,

the date of the concert, and the place may be described.

In case of a weather information providing site which

provides weather forecasts, a link information or a point-

er may be described so as to renew information on real-

time.

[0061] At the stage of automatic generation of HTML
5 1003, HTML embedded with the described information

is generated. FIG. 12 shows a screen indicating a com-
pletion of the automatic generation program. The de-

scription at the bottom of FIG. 12 is the generated

HTML. At the stage of pasting the HTML 1004, the

io HTML is cut and pasted on the homepage of the infor-

mation providing site. At the stage of displaying a button

1 005, a button for selecting necessary information to be

provided is displayed on the homepage of the informa-

tion providing site. If a user clicks this button, predeter-

15 mined items are registered in a personal database

which is specified by an ID of a cellular phone or a cookie

or both of them.

[0062] If such software for generating a button and da-

ta is distributed to a site of each homepage, each site

20 can easily generate a button by entering necessary

items, in this embodiment, an access place registration

service provider and an event sponsoring site are ex-

plained as the information providing site, the system and
method of the present invention are not limited to those.

25 [0063] FIG. 13 illustrates a whole system according

to the second embodiment to carry out the invention. A
user inputs his/her schedules and events by a browser

on a computer 1301 connected to the internet. His/her

secretary, his/her family member or a staff of general

30 affairs section of his/her company may input. FIG 14 il-

lustrates the browser picture at this time. The server

sends the Cookie to the server, to facilitate the identifi-

cation of the user. The schedules and events can be in-

put by clicking the icon beside the date. FIG. 14 shows
35 the point of time where the user inputs his/her schedules

and events on May 31st. An input box appears in the

lowest frame. Return to FIG. 13, the schedules input are

stored in a scheduler server 1302 which provides the

scheduler function. Symbols 1305a, 1305b and 1305c
40 show that the schedules on May 1st are stored in the

server. The user may own the server.

[0064] At this time, in the schedule record of the user,

as illustrated by an arrow 903 in FIG. 9, a link or a pointer

to schedule data that the user subscribes voluntarily.

45 This was obtained by giving an action to the button of a

banner or a link text, in the same way as the registration

of the schedule information in the first embodiment,

[0065] Namely, "SMAP concert at Osaka" is obtained

from the schedule data subscribed from the site of

50 SMAP fan club, and "Kyojin-Chunichi at Korakuen" is

obtained from free schedule data from the site of Kyojin-

gun fan club. As this way, various kinds of services push

information to the user's schedule. Because the infor-

mation are held in the user's schedule data as links or

55 pointers, the newest data always exist in the user's

schedule at real-time, even if the site which presents the

information of the schedule data renews the information.

[0066] "Fine", displayed in the box of May 3tst in FIG.

7
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1 4, is a weather forecast that the site presenting weather

information renews at real-time. The weather forecast

is subscribed from the weather information presenting

site, and is displayed in the box.

[0067] The user registers his/her personal information

or information about his/ her living region to the personal

database, to be allowed to receive the customized

schedule data. For example, if the user registers

"113-0033" which is a zip-code as an identifier about the

region, and which is an identifier for Bunkyo-district of

Tokyo, as for the geographical information such as

"Fine" displayed in the box of May 31st in FIG. 14, the

identifier for the region is automatically sent with a

search request to the geo-server on the network, to re-

ceive the searched weather forecast information char-

acteristic to the Bunkyo-district of Tokyo. However, the

weather information is adopted as geographical infor-

mation herein, the invention is not limited to this, the

map, route or Yellow-page data, or the traffic jam infor-

mation is available. The geo-server which obtains the

geographical data using an identifier for place as above

is realized by the prior art, for example, there has been

"Maps OnUs" server accessible via internet at the web
address of http://www.MapsOnUs.com. The identifier

for place is not limited to this, so an address, a telephone

number, a latitude and longitude data or a major land-

mark name is available.

[0068] However, here, the weather information is au-

tomatically obtained and displayed, it can be custom-

ized to display, for example, wave information in the box

of May 31st in FIG. 14 by clicking a button given to a

site which presents wave information. When using a but-

ton, if the identifier for certifying the button is buried in

the button, it assures that the weather information is ob-

tained from the right site, so that the user can utilize the

weather information without anxiety.

[0069] Via a server of a cellular phone business, there

is displayed in the cellular phone (a symbol 1 304 in FIG.

13) the schedules which was made using the cellular

phone or the browser placed in user's home or office.

FIG. 15 exemplifies a picture of the cellular phone. By
selecting the date, an editorial picture as shown in FIG.

16 appears, the schedule can be edited. FIG. 17 illus-

trates a calendar for selecting a picture of weekly sched-

ule.

[0070] For example, if the line displayed as 30 31 , the

weekly schedule on May 30th and 31st is displayed.

[0071] In FIGs. 13 and 14, the marks of triangle,

square and star headed at the line of the schedule are

symbols show the source of the information respective-

ly, and are generated based on the identifier buried in

the information that each information presenting site

pushes. This line is a link to a homepage etc., if selected,

an explanation for details of the displayed information is

displayed. The names displayed as "Matsusima",

"Sakai", "Hirosue" and "Fujiwara" at the head of the lines

show that the lines are the schedule data which were

made by other persons utilizing this schedule note in

common. Note that, the readable schedule data made
by other persons are ones allowed to be open to the

user by the setting of other persons.

[0072] FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing steps for shar-

5 ing schedule data. In step 1801, for activating banner

creating program, a user, whose wants to show his/her

schedule to others, activates a program for automatical-

ly creating a banner on his/her terminal. In step 1802,

for inputting required items, the user, who wants to show
10 his/her schedule to others, inputs "User Name" and

"Code Number" which are necessary for setting shared-

data in an input page.

[0073] In step 1 803, for automatically creating HTML
data, HTML data including the input data items is creat-

es ed. in step 1804, for attaching HTML data, the user

sends an e-mail including the HTML data which has

been cut and pasted into the e-mail to a person (another

user of a scheduling system of the present invention)

whom the user wants to share the HTML data. In step

20 1 805, for displaying a banner, a sharing automatic set-

ting banner is displayed on a terminal of the person

whom the user wants to share the banner with. In step

1 806, for action to a banner, the another user clicks on

the displayed banner, thereby the user which has been
25 specified by a user ID and/or cookie of the portable ter-

minal completes a sharing process for obtaining sched-

ule data of the user who wants to show his/her schedule

to others.

[0074] If a group of people who want to show their

30 schedule to each other sends an e-mail, to which a ban-

ner is attached, to each other, it becomes possible to

achieve an data sharing operation, which has conven-

tionally accomplished with a complicated processes,

with ease by performing an easy action toward the ban-

35 ner. In the process for creating the sharing banner, if the

expiration time is included in the HTML data, any unde-

sired troubles can be avoided. Thus, the group of people

can be relieved to use the system.

[0075] If the frequency of actions made to a button or

^o banner is counted and the counted frequency is sent to

the users, the improvement toward the system can be

effectively performed. This can be effective in the study

of the marketing of the system.

[0076] In the structure where the personal scheduling

45 system included in the above-described cellular phone

receives data which has been made by any other users,

an innovative push-pull-type data communication media

can be realized. In this specification, the terminal of the

user has been described as a cellular phone. However,

50 the terminal thereof is not limited to a cellular phone,

and any other type of terminals can be employed, such

as a browser terminal, PDA (Personal Data Assistance)

which is connectable to networks to accomplish the ob-

ject of the present invention.

55 [0077] FIG. 19 shows a flowchart of the third embod-
iment of the present invention. The description will now
be made to a method for searching and acquiring a Web
site showing transfer information for traffic information,

8
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with the utilization of a cellular phone, in the case where

the user intends to get "Urawa" station from "Hongo-

3-chome" station.

[0078] In step 1 901 , for inputting a search condition,

the user inputs names of train stations from and to the

user travels, through the Web site showing the transfer

information and included in the system of the present

invention. In this case, the user inputs "Hongo-3-chome"

as the station from where the user gets in and "Urawa"

as the station to where the user gets off. In step 1902

for searching, the route is searched based on the search

condition representing the stations from where the user

gets in the train and to where the user gets off the train.

The searching of such train information can be realized

with a conventional technique, using software like "Ek-

isupaato" (Val Laboratory Corporation). Instep 1903, for

creating a button, a button which functions in accord-

ance with HTML or XML data for showing search-result

data is created in accordance with the same automatic

producing program of the first embodiment. No data

items are necessarily filled, because data items to be

input have already been existed as a search result. In

step 1904, for concurrently displaying the search result

and a button, the train route as the search result and a

button "iPICK" are displayed on the user terminal. FIG.

20 shows a page for displaying such information. Instep

1905, for performing an operation toward a button, the

button is selected by scrolling the scroll bar and pushed

using a pointing device. In step 1906, for acquiring data,

information included in the button, i.e. personal data re-

garding the route data from "Hongo-3-chome" to

"Urawa", is registered.

[0079] The search result include different information

for each search operation, therefore, the button is cre-

ated based o the searched route data and for each time

the search is made. To display the route data, the route

data is read out from personal data and displayed using

the above-described cellular phone. A page
, in the size

of scratch paper, showing text data to which information

representing various search results are linked is em-

ployed, as shown in FIG. 21. Such search results are

classified according to fields of information, such as

"Station's "Food", etc. Inthis page, the text data showing

"Station, Hongo-3-chome n
is selected, and a button "De-

tail" is pressed. Then, the detailed description of the

train route is displayed as shown in FIG. 22. In this ex-

ample, the information regarding "Food" which has

nothing to do with the train route is displayed on the

same page. However, in the case where only the train

route data is necessary, the route may be displayed on

a certain map.

[0080] FIG. 23 is a schematic structural diagram

showing an online-shopping system using the informa-

tion providing/displaying system of the present inven-

tion. This online-shopping system includes: a user site

using a browser 2301 ; a system management site in-

cluding an issue site 2302, a authentication site 2303,

a system database 2304, a personal database 2305,

and an ordering site 2306; and a shopping site including

car-related site 2307, and a food site 2308.

[0081] The shopping site is to include the car-related

site 2307 and the food site 2308. However, the present

5 invention is not limited to the above, and any other

WWW site having contents of various product informa-

tion or food information can be employed.

[0082] FIG. 24 shows the state in which the issue site

2302 sends a button identifier which has been issued

10 by the authentication site 2302, together with a produc-

ing program, to the shopping site, in the above-de-

scribed structure. If the issue site 2302 sends a request

for producing a button identifier to the authentication site

2303, a button identifier 2402 is produced and sent to

15 the issue site 2302. Then, the issue site 2302 sends the

button identifier after being included in a creating pro-

gram 2403, to the shopping site. In each of the car-re-

lated site 2307 and food site 2308, the producing pro-

gram which has been sent to each thereof is activated,

20 so as to input providing information in necessary data

items through an input page, likewise the first embodi-

ment. In accordance with the producing program sent

to the car-related site, catalogue spec to be displayed

on the browser and a product ID and price of an ordered

25 product are input. In accordance with the producing pro-

gram sent to the food site, receipt information to be dis-

played on the browser and product IDs and price of

foods or price data to be linked to the current price in-

formation are input.

30 [0083] The HTML data is automatically created and

the button to be attached to the contents of each of the

above-described sites is created, likewise the first em-

bodiment. However, such button includes not only the

providing information, but also the button identifier

35 which has been issued from the authentication site. The
issue site is registered together with the issued identifier

in the system database 2304, thereby to authenticate

the button.

[0084] FIG. 25 shows a series of processes, in which
40 the user watching the contents of the shopping site 2501

through the browser clicks on a button 2502 and orders

in an ordering page. The user watches a WWW site, i.

e. the contents of the shopping site 2501 using the

browser 2301. If the user clicks on the button included

^5 jn the contents, a button identifier is sent to the authen-

tication site 2302, together with providing information.

In the authentication site 2302, information registered in

the system database 2304 is referred, so as to authen-

ticate the button. If it is authenticated that the button is

50 a proper button, the providing information is sent to an

ordering Web site, the ordering page including the pro-

viding information and personal information of the per-

sonal database 2306 is produced and displayed on the

browser 2301. Then, once the user inputs the number
55 of items to be purchased, the ordering is automatically

accomplished. This ordering page is created based on

the authentication result of the button. For example, if

action is made to the button for the car-related site 2307,

9
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a car-related ordering page is created, whereas action

is made to the button for the food site 2309, a food or-

dering page is created. The personal information stored

in the personal database 2306 includes an address to

where a purchased product is delivered and a credit-

card number necessary for settlement. Therefore, such

information that the user may get nervous to input and

sent through a network, in consideration of the security,

is not necessarily input every time the transmission is

made.

[0085] FIG. 26 shows a state wherein the contents of

the car-related site including the created button at-

tached thereto are displayed on the terminal of the user.

The user terminal 2601 is a cellular phone including a

browser system. On an LCD 2602 of the cellular phone,

the contents 2603 for the car-related site and a button

2604 are displayed. The contents show a silencer of an

automobile. A reference numeral 2605 denotes an or-

dering page. The ordering page includes a catalogue ID

2606, catalogue spec 2607, an ordering button 2608,

and a data acquisition button 2609. The user only needs

to click on the button, thereby to order desired item or

acquire catalogue data.

[0086] FIG. 27 shows a state, wherein contents of a

food site to which a created button is attached are dis-

played on the terminal of the user. A user terminal 2701

is a PDA (Personal Data Assistance) including the

browser system. Displayed on an LCD 2702 are con-

tents 2703 of the food site and a button 2704. Shown in

the contents is a piece of ice cream cake. A reference

numeral 2705 denotes an ordering page. If the user in-

puts a necessary number in a column 2706 for inputting

the number of persons, and clicks on an ordering button

2708, the ordering can be accomplished with ease.

[0087] In such a system having the above structure,

the online shopping system can safely be realized with

ease at a shopping Web site which exists on a network.

[0088] In this embodiment, the shopping site has

been employed to the system of the present invention.

Any banking sites can similarly be employed to the sys-

tem of the present invention. FIG. 28 is shows a series

of processes, wherein the user showing the contents of

a bank site 2801 using the browser clicks on a button

2802 and visits a banking page. The user is to view a

WWW site showing contents of the banking site 2801,

using the browser 2301 . If the user clicks on the button

included in the contents, providing information and a

button identifier are sent to the authentication site 2303.

In the authentication site 2303, information registered in

the system database 2303 is referred and the button is

authenticated. If it is authenticated that the button is a

proper button, the providing information is sent to bank-

ing means 2804, and a banking operational page having

the providing information and personal information of

the personal database 2305 is crated. The created

banking operational page is displayed on the browser

2301 . In the created banking operational page, the user

is requested to input necessary data items, such as the

amount of money to be handled and the number of cas-

es. If the requested data items are input and settled, a

banking operation is automatically processed. The per-

sonal information of the personal database 2306 in-

5 eludes the personal account number of the user and a

corresponding code number. Therefore, such informa-

tion that the user may get nervous to input and sent

through a network, in consideration of the security, is not

necessarily input every time the transmission is made.
io [0089] In such a system having the above structure,

the online banking system can be realized in accord-

ance with an easy operation at any shopping sites which

exist on the network.

1. A system which allows a user to fetch information

given by information provider sites on a network

through a user's terminal, wherein said system

comprising:

1) a personal information data base which

stores persona! information prepared user by

25 user;

2) fetch buttons to be displayed on said users

terminals simultaneously when said user termi-

nals display the contents given by said informa-

tion provider site, wherein each of said buttons

30 includes the given information, and transfers

the given information which has been fitted to

data definition of said personal information da-

tabase to said personal information database

in response to the user's action; and
35 3) display means which displays a browser im-

age into which the information stored on said

personal information database is inserted, on

said user terminal in response to the user's call.

40 2. The system according to claim 1 , wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

contact information pieces of name, company
name, shop name, address, phone number, video

phone number, pager number, e-mail address, URL
45 of the information providing site.

3. The system according to clainr2, wherein at least

selected one of contact actions of activating a mail-

er program, calling, and activating a browser pro-

50 gram is linked to applying an action to said contact

information displayed on said user terminal.

4. The system according to claim 1 . wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

55 catalogue information pieces of size, spec, price,

deadline, recipe, ingredients list, real estate data,

validity term, issue date.

15

Claims

10
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5. The system according to claim 4, wherein at least

selected one of purchase actions of activating an

electronic commerce program and activating an or-

der program is linked to applying an action to the

catalogue information piece displayed on said user

terminal.

6. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

schedule information pieces of sport game sched-

ule, TV program on-air schedule, concert schedule,

reservation of restaurant, reservation of transporta-

tion, and reservation of hotels.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the

schedule information links to a reservation system
of said information provider site, thus, reservation

data of established reservation is registered at pre-

determined area in said personal information data-

base.

8. The system according to claim 1 , wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

traffic information pieces of route information, trans-

fer information, fare information, and time table in-

formation.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein said traf-

fic information links to a reservation system of said

information provider site, thus, reservation data of

established reservation is registered at predeter-

mined area in said personal information database.

10. The system according to claim 1, wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

financial information pieces of balance of savings,

balance of investment deposit, delivery date, com-
pany information, and corporate brand information.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein the fi-

nancial information links to a mobile finance system
relating to said information provider site.

12. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said data

definition represents database definition which em-
ploys at least selected one of formats of address

book format, yellow-page format, and to-do list for-

mat.

13. The system according to claim 1, wherein the pro-

vided information includes time stamp information.

14. The method according to claim 1, wherein data in

said personal information database are arranged in

time series in accordance with the time stamp infor-

mation.

15. The system according to claim 13, wherein said

browser image represents to-do list format image
showing time zones into which the provided infor-

mation is inserted appropriately after recognizing

the time stamp information.

5

16. The system according to claim 1 , wherein the pro-

vided information includes person index informa-

tion.

10 1 7. The system according to claim 1 , wherein the data

in said personal information database are arranged

person by person in accordance with the person in-

dex information.

15 18. The system according to claim 16, wherein said

browser image is divided into areas person by per-

son, and the provided information is inserted into

the appropriate area after recognizing the person

index information.

20

19. The system according to claim 1, wherein the pro-

vided information includes location index informa-

tion.

25 20. The system according to claim 1 , wherein the data

in said personal information database are arranged

region by region in accordance with the location in-

dex information.

30 21
. The system according to claim 1 , wherein the loca-

tion index information represents at least selected

one of address, phone number, facsimile number,

zip code, latitude/longitude, and URL.

35 22. The system according to claim 19, wherein said

browser image represents at least selected one of

map image and an image showing divided areas,

and the provided information is inserted into said

browser image appropriately after recognizing the
40 location index information.

23. The system according to claim 1 , where in said but-

ton is written by a markup language.

45 24. The system according to claim 1 further comprising

issuing means for issuing said button to said infor-

mation provider site.

25. The system according to claim 1 further comprising
50 issuing means for issuing a button generator pro-

gram for generating said button to said information

provider site.

26. The system according to claim 25, wherein said but-

55 ton generator program includes data burying

means for generating to-be provided information so
as to be matched for the data definition of said per-

sonal information database in response to input of

11
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data to be provided to the user by said information

provider site, and for burying thus generated to-be

provided information into said button.

27. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said sys-

tem builds an authentication site for authenticating

said button, issues site index information for distin-

guishing the information provider site or button in-

dex information for identifying said button itself, and

burying the site index information or button index

information into said button.

28. The system according to claim 27, wherein at least

selected one of the site index information for distin-

guishing said information provider site, the button

index information for identifying the button itself,

and the provided information is encoded.

29. The system according to claim 28, wherein the pro-

vided information is encoded by at least selected

one of public key cryptosystem and secret key cryp-

tosystem.

30. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said sys-

tem counts the number of depression times of said

button.

31 . The system according to claim 1 further comprising

edit means for performing at least selected one of

allowing a user to create personal information to be

stored in said personal information database, and

edition the provided information.

32. The system according to claim 13 or 15, wherein

said system automatically transmits a predeter-

mined fixed mail to address relating to the schedule

data included in newly fetched provided informa-

tion.

33. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said user

terminal is a portable device having a browser.

34. The system according to claim 33, wherein said

system carries out user authentication with using

fixed ID of said user terminal or cookie file, or both

of them when transferring the provided information

to said personal information database, and trans-

fers the provided information to said personal infor-

mation database of the authenticated user.

35. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said user

terminal is a personal computer.

36. The system according to claim 35, wherein said

system carries out user authentication with using

fixed ID of said user terminal or cookie file, or both

of them when transferring the provided information

to said personal information database, and trans-

fers the provided information to said personal infor-

mation database of the authenticated user.

37. The system according to claim 1 , wherein said net-

5 work is at least selected one of Internet, intranet,

and Extranet.

38. The system according to claim 1 , wherein connec-

tion to said network is established through at least

10 selected one of public switched telephone network,

cellular phone network, in-office network, and the

integrated services digital network.

39. The system according to claim 1 or 3, wherein the

15 action is at least selected one of clicking, voice op-

eration, jog-dial operation, and keyboard operation.

40. A system which allows users to fetch information a

network through user terminals, wherein said sys-

20 tern comprising:

1) a personal information database which

stores personal information of the users;

2) search result display means for displaying

25 found information segments which match for

search condition previously set by the user, with

affixing fetch buttons to the segments;

3) information fetch means for transfers infor-

mation corresponding to the fetch button to

30 which the user's action is applied, to said per-

sonal information database; and

4) browser means for generating a browser im-

age in response to the user's call, and for dis-

playing the fetched information on said person-

35 al information database on said user terminal.

41. The system according to claim 40, wherein the

searched information or information on the browser

image fetched from said personal information data-

40 base is displayed after arranging the information in

accordance with at least selected one of time, loca-

tion and person.

42. The system according to claim 40, where in said

45 button is written by a markup language.

43. The system according to claim 1 further comprising

issuing means for issuing said button to said infor-

mation provider site.

50

44. The system according to claim 40 further compris-

ing issuing means for issuing a button generating

program for generating said button to said informa-

tion provider site.

55

45. The system according to claim 44, wherein said but-

ton generator program includes data burying

means for generating to-be provided information so

12
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as to be matched for the data definition of said per-

sonal information database in response to input of

data to be provided to the user by said information

provider site, and for burying thus generated to-be

provided information into said button. $

46. The system according to claim 40, wherein said

system builds an authentication site for authenticat-

ing said button, issues site index information for dis-

tinguishing the information provider site or button 10

index information for identifying said button itself,

and burying the site index information or button in-

dex information into said button.

47. The system according to claim 46, wherein at least *5

selected one of the site index information for distin-

guishing said information provider site, the button

index information for identifying the button itself,

and the provided information is encoded.

48. The system according to claim 47. wherein the pro-

vided information is encoded by at least selected

one of public key cryptosystem and secret key cryp-

tosystem.

49. The system according to claim 40, wherein said

system counts the number of depression times of

said button.

50. The system according to claim 1 further comprising

edit means for performing at least selected one of

allowing a user to create personal information to be

stored in said personal information database, and

edition the provided information.

51 . The system according to claim 40, wherein said us-

er terminal is a personal data assistants.

52. The system according to claim 51 , wherein said in-

formation search is carried out with using search

conditions stored in said personal information data-

base of the user who is authenticated with using

fixed ID of said user terminal or cookie file, or both

of them.

53. The system according to claim 40 or 51, wherein

said information browsing Is carried out by display-

ing information stored in said personal Information

database of a user who is authenticated with using

fixed ID of said user terminal or cookie file, or both

of them.

54. The system according to claim 40, wherein said us-

er terminal is a personal computer.

55. The system according to claim 51, wherein said

system carries out user authentication with using

fixed ID of said user terminal or cookie file, or both

of them when transferring the provided information

to said personal information database, and trans-

fers the provided information to said personal infor-

mation database of the authenticated user.

56. The system according to claim 40, wherein said

system accesses a geo server which manages

weather information to be provided through said

network to search for the information.

57. A system which allows a user to share his/her per-

sonal information stored on a personal information

database with other users, wherein said system

comprising:

1) a personal information database which is

managed by a system managing site to stored

personal information of the users; and

2) issuing means for issuing a common infor-

mation button to the users in response to the

users' request, said common information but-

ton sets a terminal which applies an action to

the button, as a user sharing said personal in-

formation database of said user, and

further comprising the steps of:

a) sending an e-mail with attaching said

common information button thereto, to oth-

er users;

b) displaying said e-mail on the other user's

terminal, and applying an action to the but-

ton attached to said displayed e-mail;

c) registering said terminal which applies

the action to said common information but-

ton as a common user of said personal in-

formation database; and

e) generating a browser image in response

to the other users' call immediately, and

displaying common information stored in

said personal information database on the

other users' terminal.

58. The system according to claim 57, wherein said

system allows a user to determine whether some or

whole of the personal information pieces to be

shared by the other user through his/her user ter-

minal.

59. The system according to claim 57, wherein user in-

dex information necessary for setting information

sharing is buried in said button.

60. The system according to claim 57, wherein validity

term is setto said button, thus, the information shar-

ing function is canceled after a predetermined time

period.

61 . The system according to claim 57, wherein ID fixed

25
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to the other users* terminal are used as common
user index information while registering a terminal

to which the action is applied as the common user.

62. The system according to claim 61 , wherein said us-

er terminal is a portable device having a browser.

63. A system which allows a user to fetch geographical

information including at least selected one of map
information, route information, traffic information or

traffic jam information from sites on a network

through a user terminal, wherein said system com-

prising:

1) a personal information database which

stores personal information prepared user by

user;

2) an information fetch button to be displayed

on said user terminal, wherein said information

fetch button includes identification information

representing location data segments of ad-

dress, phone number, zip code, latitude/longi-

tude, and landmark name, and transfers one of

said location data segments relating to the con-

tents being browsed by a user who applies an

action to said button, to said personal informa-

tion database; and

3) display means for generating said geograph-

ical information with using the identification in-

formation relating to said location in response

to the user's call, and for displaying the gener-

ated geographical information on said user ter-

minal.

64. The system according to claim 63, where in said

button is written by a markup language.

65. The system according to claim 63, wherein said us-

er terminal has position detection means, and posi-

tion of the user terminal when the action is applied

is used for generating the geographical information.

66. The system according to claim 64 further compris-

ing issuing means for issuing said button to said in-

formation provider site.

67. The system according to claim 64 further compris-

ing issuing means for issuing a button generator

program for generating said button to said informa-

tion provider site.

68. The system according to claim 67, wherein said but-

ton generator program includes data burying

means for generating to-be provided information so

as to be matched for the data definition of said per-

sonal information database in response to input of

data to be provided to the user by said information

provider site, and for burying thus generated to-be

provided information into said button.

69. The system according to claim 64, wherein said

system builds an authentication site for authenticat-

5 ing said button, issues site index information for dis-

tinguishing the information provider site or button

index information for identifying said button itself,

and burying the site index information or button in-

dex information into said button.

w
70. The system according to claim 68, wherein at least

selected one of the site index information for distin-

guishing said information provider site, the button

index information for identifying the button itself,

15 and the provided information is encoded.

71 . The system according to claim 70, wherein the pro-

vided information is encoded by public key crypto-

system.

20

72. The system according to claim 69, wherein said

system counts the number of depression times of

said button.

25 73. A provided information displaying method which is

applied to a system which allows a user to fetch in-

formation provided by information providing sites on

a network through a user terminal connected to said

network, wherein said method comprising the steps

30 of:

1) issuing an information fetch button written by

a markup language which is the same as the

markup language which building said provided

35 information, to the information provider site;

2) attaching said information fetch button to the

contents given by said information provider

site;

3) allowing the user to display the information

40 given by said information provider site on the

user terminal;

4) allowing the user to apply an action to the

displayed information fetch button being at-

tached to the information given by said informa-

45 tion provider site;

5) transferring the information given by the in-

formation provider site being browsed by the

user to a personal information database pre-

pared user by user, in response to the action;

50 and

6) generating a browser image in response to

the user's call immediately, and displaying the

information stored in said personal information

database on said user terminal.

55

74. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

contact information pieces of name, company

14
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name, shop name, address, phone number, video

phone number, pager number, e-mail address, URL
of the information providing site.

75. The system according to claim 73, wherein at least

selected one of contact actions of activating a mail-

er program, calling, and activating a browser pro-

gram is linked to applying an action to said contact

information displayed on said user terminal.

76. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

catalogue information pieces of size, spec, price,

deadline, recipe, ingredients list, real estate data,

validity term, issue date.

77. The system according to claim 76, wherein at least

selected one of purchase actions of activating an

electronic commerce program and activating an or-

der program is linked to applying an action to the

catalogue information piece displayed on said user

terminal.

78. The system according to claim 73, wherein said pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

schedule information pieces of sport game sched-

ule, TV program on-air schedule, concert schedule,

reservation of restaurant, reservation of transporta-

tion, and reservation of hotels.

79. The system according to claim 73, wherein the

schedule information links to a reservation system

of said information provider site, thus, reservation

data of established reservation is registered at pre-

determined area in said personal information data-

base.

80. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

traffic information pieces of route information, trans-

fer information, fare information, and time table in-

formation.

81 . The system according to claim 80, wherein said traf-

fic information links to a reservation system of said

information provider site, thus, reservation data of

established reservation is registered at predeter-

mined area in said personal information database.

82. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes at least selected one of

financial information pieces of balance of savings,

balance of investment deposit, delivery date, com-

pany information, and corporate brand information.

83. The system according to claim 82, wherein the fi-

nancial information links to a mobile finance system

relating to said Information provider site.

84. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes time stamp information.

85. The method according to claim 84, wherein data in

5 said personal information database are arranged in

time series in accordance with the time stamp infor-

mation.

86. The system according to claim 85, wherein said

10 browser image represents to-do list format image

showing time zones into which the provided infor-

mation is inserted appropriately after recognizing

the time stamp information.

15 87. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes person index informa-

tion.

88. The system according to claim 87, wherein the data
20 in said personal information database are arranged

person by person in accordance with the person in-

dex information.

89. The system according to claim 88, wherein said

25 browser image is divided into areas person by per-

son, and the provided information is inserted into

the appropriate area after recognizing the person

index information.

30 90. The system according to claim 73, wherein the pro-

vided information includes location index informa-

tion.

91 . The system according to claim 90, wherein the data

35 in said personal information database are arranged

region by region in accordance with the location in-

dex information.

92. The system according to claim 90, wherein said

^0 browser image represents at least selected one of

map image and an image showing divided areas,

and the provided information is inserted into said

browser image appropriately after recognizing the

location index information.

45

93. The method according to claim 73, wherein said is-

suing the button is carried out by distributing the but-

ton generator program to said information provider

site, thus, the button is generated at said informa-

50 tion provider site.

94. The system according to claim 93, wherein said but-

ton generator program includes data burying

means for generating to-be provided information so

55 as to be matched for the data definition of said per-

sonal information database in response to input of

data to be provided to the user by said information

provider site, and for burying thus generated to-be

55
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provided information into said button.

95. The system according to claim 73, wherein said

system builds an authentication site for authenticat-

ing said button, issues site index information for dis-

tinguishing the information provider site or button

index information for identifying said button itself,

and burying the site index information or button in-

dex information into said button.

96. The system according to claim 95, wherein at least

selected one of the site index information for distin-

guishing said information provider site, the button

index information for identifying the button itself,

and the provided information is encoded.

97. The system according to claim 96, wherein the pro-

vided information is encoded by public key crypto-

system.

98. The system according to claim 95, wherein said

system counts the number of depression times of

said button.

99. The method according to claim 73, wherein the per-

sonal information to be stored in said persona! in-

formation database is at least selected one of infor-

mation created by the user him/herself and the pro-

vided information.

100.The system according to claim 84 or 86, wherein

said system automatically transmits a predeter-

mined fixed mail to address relating to the schedule

data included in newly fetched provided informa-

tion.

1 01 .The system according to claim 73, wherein said us-

er terminal is a personal data assistants.

102.The system according to claim 73 or 101, wherein

said system carries out user authentication with us-

ing fixed ID of said user terminal or cookie file, or

both of them when transferring the provided infor-

mation to said personal information database, and

transfers the provided information to said personal

information database of the authenticated user.

1 03.The system according to claim 73, wherein said net-

work is at least selected one of Internet, intranet,

and Extranet.

104.The system according to claim 73, wherein connec-

tion to said network is established through at least

selected one of public switched telephone network,

cellular phone network, in -office network, and the

integrated services digital network.

105.The system according to claim 73 or 75, wherein

the action is at least selected one of clicking, voice

operation, jog-dial operation, and keyboard opera-

tion.
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